The 2-in-1 Solution for Maximizing
Lot Efficiency and F&I Revenue
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FOR YOU

Free Car Lot
Management
System
Monitor real-time vehicle
location on your lot using
our web and mobile apps.

Operations - Enhance efficiency from arrival to
showroom, eliminate disconnects between departments.
Sales - Speed up the sales process by equipping sales
people with our intuitive mobile tools/apps for quick
guidance to customers’ desired vehicle.
Inventory - Reconcile and resolve discrepancies and
know where all vehicles are located across lots and
locations. Search, filter and locate any cars.
Integrations - Optional integration with your Dealer
Management Systems (DMS) and flooring software is
available to provide all data on a single screen.
Customer Satisfaction - Improve CSI and social media
reviews by getting customers what they want, faster.

All at ZERO upfront cost!
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FOR YOUR CLIENTS

Car theft
recovery system
Unlock additional revenue during F&I by
upselling end-customers on our stolen vehicle
recovery service.
Theft recovery - Customers can use the mobile app
to provide a simple link for law enforcement to find
their stolen vehicle.
Vehicle location - Your customers can monitor
vehicle location on the mobile app to locate their car
for any reason they wish, and be alerted if it moves.
Other benefits - Customers enjoy guaranteed
privacy, possible insurance discounts, and up to
$6000 in cash benefits if the car is not recovered.

HOW IT WORKS

Hide and go!
Battery-powered, standalone GPS unit placed
inside the vehicle or hidden in compartments
to minimize detection.
Installs in less than 1 minute

BEST-IN-CLASS PERFORMANCE

Service &
Specifications
Our secure operations centers ensure the
tracking system is operating smoothly 24/7.
We guarantee 99.9% solution uptime.
Created by Kudelski Group, a security and
technology leader for nearly 70 years.
Learn more on www.recovr.biz

Battery lifetime

5 years

Size

100 x 45 x 22.5 mm

Cellular

3G, 4G, LTE Cat M1

Location

GPS, BLE, Wi-Fi, cellular positioning

Variants

Indoor non-IP / Outdoor IP67

Operating
Temperature

-40 to +85 C

Install time

± 1 minute
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